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The Gospel According to our Football Heroes
By John Smith and Dan Trelfer

Key features
• An hilarious (and time-saving!) overview of the best,
strangest and most brilliant moments from more than
120 footballers’ autobiographies
• Packed with unexpected stories and quotes that even the
most ardent football fan may have missed
• Written by John Smith and Dan Trelfer, veteran writers
of TV’s Fantasy Football, both with long experience of
producing funny football series and specials
• Of interest not only to traditional football book readers, but
also the wider celebrity/comedy market
• Includes a colour photo section packed with comical
footballer images to support the text

Description
Booked! The Gospel According to our Football Heroes is a funny, fascinating digest of more than 120 footballer autobiographies. Authors
John Smith and Dan Trelfer have forensically examined the life stories of legends, hard-cases, cult heroes and one or two players
they vaguely remember playing for Portsmouth – so you don’t have to. Along the way, they discovered answers to questions they
never knew they needed to know. Which coach has a tattoo inked by Mickey Rourke? Which maverick witnessed his gaffer
murder an animal in a team talk? Yes, the revelations from this Pandora’s Box may melt the reader’s face, like at the end of Raiders of
the Lost Ark. But they also offer an insight into the strange world that footballers inhabit, using their very own words. What drives
star players apart? And what binds them together, beyond an almost universal love of Rod Stewart? Booked! investigates a unique
world full of sex, booze, cash, fights, glory, bitterness, fame – and incessant, relentless banter.
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